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Abstract—The French Air-Cobot project aims at improving
preflight maintenance as well as providing a traceability of the
performed checks. A collaborative mobile robot has been built in
order to carry out those tasks. The robot is able to navigate
autonomously around the aircraft and perform non-destructive
testing thanks to several sensors. More precisely, in this paper we
focus on how to obtain a correct position of the 3D scanner fixed
on a scissor with respect to the aircraft. It acquires 3D data
which is analyzed to process surface inspection. The functional
safety of the scissor is based on automatic visual checking of some
cues. The full process demonstrates the feasibility of integrating
3D sensor on a mobile platform in safe conditions.
Keywords — collaborative mobile robot; embedded systems;
non-destructive testing; position control system; structured-light
three-dimensional scanner

I. INTRODUCTION
Surface automatic inspection is a new challenge in large
industrial context. Indeed, industrial applications are expecting
automatic process in order to keep human operator far from
hazardous environment. However, collaboration between
human and robot is still necessary while decision making
remains complex.
Increasingly, mobile platforms are helping the human
operator in various and different operational contexts. Among
many examples, we can outline 3 concrete solutions:






Sensabot [9] from Shell, in offshore oil and gas
industry. It is designed to inspect in hazardous
environment. To enforce safety moving, it is fully
remote controlled via joystick through a wireless link
and sensors providing perception (360° cameras, lidar,
etc.)
Riana [10] from Areva, used for waste dismantling.
This robot has two navigation modes (remote and
autonomous navigation with optional software) in
order to map the environment, to take samples and to
measure the radioactivity. It is a modular platform on
different sensors (3D and thermal cameras, etc.) can be
plugged.
Oz [11] from Naïo Technologies, in agricultural
robotics. This autonomous robot is designed to follow
precise trajectories in order to garden weed market. It
resists to dust and water projections.

Fig. 1. Air-Cobot platform.

In the considered context, airplanes are inspected
periodically during maintenance operations on an airport
between flights (pre-flight inspection) or in a hangar for further
deeper inspection. Reducing inspection time is a major
objective of aircraft manufacturers and airlines. If maintenance
operations get faster, it will optimize the availability of aircraft
and reduce costs. Nowadays, the inspection is performed
mostly visually by human operator and sometimes with the aid
of some tools to evaluate defects.
As mentioned, many robots can perform industrial
inspection [1][2]. In the 90’s, the first research programs on
robotic maintenance applied to aircraft servicing were
published, firstly based on concepts for skin automating
inspections [3], and then stripping and painting concepts [4][5].
In particular, preliminary conceived robots were crawlers
[7][6] such as Automated Non-Destructive Inspector (ANDI)
[3] and Crown Inspection Mobile Platform (CIMP) [3].
ANDI is a fully-automated system dedicated to aircraft
wing rivets inspection based on ultrasonic and eddy current
sensors. It is a multi-axis robot with a dripless bubbler system
which is able to test almost any surface of any contour. CIMP
mobility and range of inspection is limited to the fuselage
crown. It has a 3D-stereoscopic video system that provides the
inspectors with remote binocular inspection capability.
In January 2013, the French multi-partner Air-Cobot
project started. It aims to improve maintenance tasks by
accelerating them through the reduction of dedicated time and
meanwhile increasing inspection outcomes traceability with a
mobile collaborative robot on the ground [8]. During the
following years, some approaches using drones were also born
such as [12][13]. Most of them use laser range finders for
navigation and camera for Non-Destructive Testing (NDT). In
Air-Cobot case, our concept concentrates the analysis on
ground robot due to the fact that most (around 70%) of the
items to inspect are visible from the floor.

Operationally thinking, Air-Cobot (Fig. 1) needs to be an
extension of the human operator. To navigate in the airport or
in the hangar and reach aircraft parking zone, Air-Cobot uses
either geolocalization data [14] or marks on the floor [15]. It
can also follow its human operator. Based on a planned
maintenance mission, see Fig. 2, the robot can visually inspect
some items of the aircraft such as probes, static ports,
trapdoors, latches, tires and scan some fuselage parts
[19][20][21][22]. It follows a tasks checklist. The human
operator can in parallel (real-time) control the inspection
diagnoses on its tablet. He can also check visually the aircraft
and request additional non-destructive testing checks [14].

II. AIR-COBOT OVERVIEW
An overview of the platform and of the available sensors is
given in Fig. 3. All the electronics equipment is carried by the
4MOB mobile platform manufactured by Stéréla, see [24].
Equipped with four-wheel drive, it can move at a maximum
speed of 2 meters per second (7.2 kilometers per hour). Its
lithium-ion battery allows an operating time of 8 hours. Two
obstacle detection bumpers are located at the front and the rear.
The platform stops automatically when they are compressed.
The full robot, is equipped with navigation sensors: four
Point Grey cameras separated in two stereo sets, two Hokuyo
laser range finders, Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver,
Initial Measurement Unit (IMU); and non-destructive testing
sensors: Pan-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ) camera [25], Eva 3D scanner
[26] respectively producted by Axis Communications and
Artec 3D.
Front and back of the platform have both a camera stereo
set and a laser range finder. They are mounted on Flir Pan-Tilt
Unit (PTU) D46 [28] to be able to change the fields of view or
types of acquisition when needed. The 3D scanner is also
moveable thanks to a PTU and a scissor lift.
The collaborative robot, Air-Cobot, supports three different
main tasks:
 Navigation;
 Non-destructive testing;
 Human-Robot Interface.

Fig. 2.

Planning a maintenance mission.

In addition to its camera sensor used for visual check, the
robot has a structured light scanner to perform 3D analysis of
some parts of the fuselage. Details on scanner are given in
section III.B. For more information on this technology
regarding robot perception, please read [23]. This article
focuses on how to bring this tool safely to the correct position
and perform correctly the acquisitions. It also illustrates how
the human operator checks and collaborates with the robot for
this specific non-destructive testing task.
Section II provides a global view of the chosen equipment
of the platform, sensors, actuators and user interfaces. Section
III presents functional part of the platform with related work.
The control system for scanning is detailed in Section IV.
Positioning of the robot as well as scanner positioning system
are both needed to perform autonomously the scanning task of
an element. Indeed, the robot needs to reach the correct pose
compared to the aircraft and bring the scanner to the desired
height. The contribution of this paper focuses on the relative
position of the sensor on the robot and how the system provides
the correct height. Section V introduces the security and
checking measures put in place on the elevation system.
Finally, section VI illustrates the 3D acquisition data and
treatment capabilities.

Fig. 3. Air-Cobot specification.

TABLE I.

III. RELATED WORK
Related work focused on the cobot main tasks. For a better
understanding of our contribution following sub-sections
describe each main task.
A. Navigation
Air-Cobot, integrates three modes of navigation with
increasing autonomy : the remote mode enables the operator to
decide where to go, the following mode enables to follow the
human operator and finally the automatic mode upon which an
autonomous motion can be executed based on a predefined
mission.
The first navigation mode enables the human to take the
full control of the robot with the remote control or with the
Android tablet. The remote control gathers information from
the battery level and 4MOB platform received warnings. In
case of a problem, two emergency shutdown devices are
accessible on the platform. One additional is present on the
remote control. The duo human-robot is supposed to work at a
relative close range. If the platform moves away too far from
the remote control carried by the operator then the robot shuts
down automatically.
The following mode commits the robot to follow the human
operator. The robot is robustly enslaved behind the guide,
thanks to the Lidar data [33]. The position of the guide is
predicted depending on the speed of his movement even if he
gets hidden by an obstacle. It means that the algorithm deals
with occult data and enables to avoid obstacle.
Third and last navigation mode is the fully automatic mode.
Air-Cobot is able to execute a set of tasks previously planned.
It can localize itself on its own with different approaches,
wherever he is inside or outside. To navigate autonomously
around the airplane, the robot is able to use laser and vision
methods to localize itself with regard to the aircraft [16][17].
Obstacle recognition and avoidance are also implemented in
navigation mode [18]. More details on the relative positioning
and on the 3D servoing based on lidar information are given in
section IV.A. During its mission the robot performs NonDestructive Testing acquisitions and processing.

EVA 3D SCANNER SPECIFICATIONS [26]

3D resolution, up to

0.5 mm

3D point accuracy, up to

0.1 mm

3D accuracy over distance, up to

0.03% over 100 cm

Texture resolution

1.3 mp

Light source

flash bulb

Working distance

0.4 - 1m

Linear field of view, HxW, closest range

214 x 148 mm

Linear field of view, HxW, furthest range

536 x 371 mm

Angular field of view, HxW

30 x 21°

Dimensiosn HxDxW

261.5 x 158.2 x 63.7 mm

Weight

0.85 kg

Power consumption

12 V, 48 W

C. Human-Robot Interface
Air-Cobot is a collaborative robot. Interactions are possible
in both ways: from human to robot and from robot to human.
On first hand (from human to robot), the tablet interface
acts as a remote control. It provides several control panels to
perform various actions: changing the mission tasks or the
navigation mode; checking the pose estimations or the NDT
results. Fig. 4 illustrates a view of the control panel for the
NDT sensors.
On the other hand (from robot to human), the tablet is used
to visualize information provided by the cobot such as reading
robot warnings messages or to define interaction requests.
At the end of the process, the robot provides its diagnoses
and requires human collaboration in order to validate or refute
them. The operator can easily manipulate the pictures or the 3D
scans thanks to zooming or rotating capabilities, see Fig. 5.

B. Non-Destructive Testing
The selected camera for inspection is an AXIS Q6045- E
Mk II PTZ Dome Network Camera [25]. It offers HDTV
1080p and 32x optical zoom. The PTZ camera is oriented
towards desired direction through the control of pan and tilt
angles. Zoom capability is essential for inspection. Moreover,
as mentioned, the camera is used for visualization check of the
scissor lift deployment.
Many 3D sensors exist and can be used to collect the 3D
data necessary to check the surface. After comparing the
specifications, costs and analysis of data quality from various
types of scanner, Eva structured-light 3D scanner manufactured
by Artec 3D [26] has been chosen as best compromise. It offers
appropriate specifications to achieve the required objective,
please refer to Table I. In particular, it enables to acquire 3D
information between 40cm and 1meter.

Fig. 4. View of the control panel for the NDT sensors.

with respect to the aircraft position. The process also computes
a maximal error distance in order to know the confidence that
we can provide to the measurement.
Some feature-based visual servoing approaches [22] are
available on Air-Cobot but the description of those approaches
is out the scope of this paper since we choose to focus on the
3D data.

Fig. 5. 3D scan visualization on the tablet.

IV. CONTROL SYSTEM FOR SCANNING
The control system for NDT scanning can be split in two
parts: the robot positioning and the scanner positioning which
depend on the height of the elevation system.
Firstly, it is obviously prohibited to hit the whole aircraft
structure (fuselage, wings, power plant, etc.) in order to avoid
any potential damage onto the aircraft structure, paintings or
exterior equipment such as probes. Hence, safety requirements
have been defined with threshold distance in the global
geodetic referential, in order to protect the item to inspect. If
the 3D sensor has not reach the required/adequate position,
then it may either prevent the system from acquiring data, or it
may lead to acquire inexploitable or erroneous data such as
false negative results.
A. Robot positioning
To perform the inspection, the robot has to navigate around
the aircraft and reach predefined checkpoints. Indeed, the
position of the aircraft in the airport or factory is not precisely
known prior to the inspection. As a consequence, the cobot
needs to detect the aircraft in order to calculate its pose
(position and orientation) relative to the aircraft. To cope with
such requirement, the robot needs to be able to locate itself,
either with the 3D point cloud from its laser range finders, or
with image data from its cameras [17], depending on sensors
system availability and captured data precisions.
For example, when the robot is close to the aircraft, a 3D
point cloud is acquired through the laser scanning sensors fixed
on PTUs. Then, matching between the model of the aircraft and
the scene point cloud is performed to estimate the static pose of
the robot [16]. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 provide an example in an
outdoor context. When the 3D model of the aircraft is available
and stored into the cobot memory, the relative localization is
mastered using lidar captured data, otherwise only visual
servoing can be used [21].
More precisely, there are two ways to locate the robot using
the 3D information. On the first hand, without any movement,
3D features are compared between reference 3D model and
captured data in order to determine the best potential matching
of identical part. Such static localization enables also to know
the height of the aircraft which can change upon payload
weight. On the other hand, when 3D data is acquired in a 2D
plane, the RANSAC algorithm is used to associate geometrical
templates. Fig. 8 shows items used for the 2D pose estimation

Fig. 6. Robot is located in front left of the aircraft in an outside environment.
3D data is acquired with a laser range finder moved thanks to a PTU.

Fig. 7. The matching result is made of data (blue) with model (red).

Fig. 8. Items used in the 2D pose estimation process.

Fig. 9. Deployement of the positioning system after an human operator
request in order to scan an A320 aircraft at Air France Industries.

B. Scanner positioning system
The elevation system deployment can be activated through
the mission plan or on human operator request, see Fig. 9.
With regard to the sensor position itself, the goal is to reach
the highest position on the robot to maximize height potential.
It is also required to optimize stability by positioning the
scissor at the upper surface center and comply with installation
constraints. In addition, such position minimizes the
complexity of the transformation matrix.
The chosen scanner positioning system is made of a scissor
lift [27] to reach the correct height, and a PTU [28] to orientate
the scanner and provide a movement during acquisitions. This
combination of elements provides 3 degrees of freedom to the
3D scanner with respect to the robot.
Compared to robotic arms, lifts are simpler to construct,
easier to control and maintain the load charge in a fixed planar
location. There are different types of lifts: elevator, four bar,
forklift, and scissors. A trade-off has been performed to
compare various solutions and the most appropriate was chosen
given the main following reasons:
 Lowest weight,
 Longest elevation with minimum retracted height,
 Simplest mechanics.

Fig. 11. Unfolded scanner positioning system.

Nevertheless, during experimentations, we have noticed
that tightening torque should also be verified during preventive
maintenance tasks of bolt tightening in order to prevent any
distortion of axis orientation.
The elevation system is moved by an IG42 gear motor. The
gear motor specifications are the following : 24VDC, reduction
ratio of 1:24, rated torque of 9.5 kgf-cm, rated speed 240 RPM
and no load current is inferior to 500mA.
The selected motor controller is the SDC2160. Various
actions are possible to control the elevation. The encoder mode
has been chosen for its capacity to improve the accuracy of the
elevation system. Two motors are connected to the controller
with 20A per motor. A voltage of 48V is needed for powering
the controller. The communication with the computer is
released by a RS232 connector.
The 3D scanner is mounted on a PTU-D46 powered in 12V
and 1A. This system enables either to orientate the scanner to
the optimal targeted axis or to perform an acquisition in
movement.

Fig. 10.

Folded scanner positioning system.

As one can notice by looking at the positioning system in
folded and unfolded configurations (see Fig. 10 and Fig. 11),
the top of the elevation system does not move linearly. In the
figure representing the unfolded scanner, the elevation system
reaches almost 70 percent of its maximal position. The top of
the scissor system moves slightly forward along elevation.
Thus, an equation is required to calculate the height from the
number of motor rotation cycles. Different heights have been
measured. A polynomial approximation has been computed to
estimate the number of rotations required to reach the desired

height. Fig. 12 provides the curve diagram resulting of this
analysis.

An additional, red sticker has been put on the tip of the
elevator. The robot sees it when the PTZ camera looks in the
back, see Fig. 13. The integrated software of the camera adapts
itself automatically to the lighting conditions. Presence and
recognition of the red sticker is checked at each start of the
deployment and at each end. If it is not found at the expected
position, an alert is sent to the human operator and the robot
stops all its tasks, waiting for further instructions from the
operator. Inversely, if it is found at the expected position, the
robot keeps processing and performs its next sequential action.

Fig. 12. Curve representing the elevator height in function of the number of
motor turns.

The safety threshold distance has also been considered but
such enhanced solution would require additional sensor such as
depth sensor that could increase payload and distort cobot
performance (physical and computational capabilities).

V. SECURITY AND MEASUREMENT CHECKING
A. Security stop devices
Stopping devices are used to avoid further motor rotations
if the system reaches its top or bottom limits. An emergency
shutdown device, dedicated to the scissors, is easily visible and
accessible on the robotic platform and acts as the top railing. In
case of failure or contextual hazard, the human operator can
immediately stop at any time the movement of the lift.
When the robot is going to deploy the elevation system, an
alert is sent to the human operator requesting him to send back
a confirmation when he is at reasonable distance from the
robot. That seems to be a system’s limitation but in fact it atcs
as an overall safety check to ensure that the operator has
visually checked scissor movement hull with regard to aircraft
structure. In case of software dysfunction, the human operator
can also change the elevation mode to manual and perform an
emergency unfolding.

Fig. 13. Visual checking of the folding elevation system with its red sticker.

Another set of stickers has been put under the top plate of
the elevation system. The robot sees it when the PTZ camera
looks up, see Fig. 14. It is checked at the end of the
deployment. Thanks to the known pattern of stickers, the height
can be computed and checked with the expected one. If there is
an issue (absence of sticker cues, divergence between the
calculated and expected heights), the human operator is
warned. System stability can also be checked. Any issue, such
as excessive wind for example, drives folding of the elevator
and warnings generation and sending to the human operator
through tablet or remote station human-machine interfaces.

One of the prospects is to integrate obstacle avoidance
sensor modules at the top elevation system to shut it down
automatically when required. It will act as a safety protection
when an acquisition has to be performed in some risky cases,
for instance when the robot is under the aircraft wings.
B. Visual movement checking
To provide a second security measure and a stability check,
green stickers have been positioned on the scissors at visible
locations for the PTZ camera. The stickers are easily
recognized by the camera due to the chosen color and the
perfectly known location. Detection, tracking and pose
estimation algorithms are available in ViSP library [29] [30].

Fig. 14. Visual checking of the deployed system with its green stickers.

VI. PERFORMING AND ANALYSING SCANS
A. PTU movements for correct acquisitions
The PTU enables different kinds of movements: static,
horizontal, vertical or even a mix. The optimal PTU
movements are preregistered for usual acquisition such as
Radome (radar in the nose fuselage) or static port. When the
operator requests to add a check on a fuselage part, he is
responsible for finding an accurate acquisition to achieve it
successfully. Thanks to the tablet interface, he can control the
acquisition system and have direct and real-time 3D
visualization feedback [14].
Figures provide different scan acquisitions such as scans of
radome (Fig. 15), static port region (Fig. 16) and surface
fuselage (Fig. 17). The radome has the most significant
curvature. The static port part is the most textured region. One
can notice that static port paintings are visible in the scan Fig.
16.

Fig. 15. Tridimensional scan of the radome, the curvature is well acquired.

B. Scan analysis for defect detection
The acquired point cloud is smoothed by moving least
squares algorithm. Then, the normal and curvature information
of each point in the point cloud is computed. A region-growing
approach is used with this information to segment the point
cloud defected regions and non-defected regions [31]. Fig. 17
provides a tridimensional scan of the aircraft. A crack and a
bump are visible. Please refer to Fig. 18 for results. Bounding
boxes encompass the defected regions to provide sizes and
orientations. The depth is computed with a comparison
between the ideal smooth surface and the actual inspected one.
The tests performed in [31] show that the total processing
time varies between 20 s and 120 s. There is some place for
code improvement regarding computation time. One can note
that, thanks to its two redundant computers, the robot can in
parallel navigate to continue the mission and compute the
results at same time.

Fig. 17. Tridimensional scan of the aircraft, a crack and a bump are visible.

Fig. 18. The algorithm provides shape, size and depth of surface
imperfections with visual color representation to help the human operator.
Fig. 16. Tridimensional scan of the static port area, the texture is visible.

CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS
The Air-Cobot project provides new automatic and accurate
capabilities to support human operators during aircraft
maintenance operations. The present work proposes a robust
approach regarding safe autonomous positioning of a 3D
acquisition device for surface analysis by managing the scanner
position system simultaneously through the robot position and
the height of the scissor.

The elevation system brings the scanner at the correct
height to scan the region of interest. Safety measures avoid
involuntary contact between the top of the system and the
fuselage. Rotary motion of the motor enables to check the
elevation system at the start and end of its movement and
compare it to the task order. Moreover, the PTU control system
is able to perform various kinds of movements to provide
accurate acquisitions for different part of the aircraft. The scan
analysis enables to detect defects such as bumps, hollows and
rifts, which could have significantly impact on aircraft
operability.
In the chosen inspection contexts, the localization was
sufficient to avoid a collision between the top of the system
elevation and the fuselage. Further hardware and software
investigations will be made for more complex situations
considering specific pose under the aircraft or under the wings.
With the proposed independent, low-cost and easily
replaceable visual cues and associated automatic checking
methods, the scissor lift is visually checked at the beginning
and ending of each of its movements. In the future
development, the deployment will be analyzed in real time with
the video data coming from PTZ camera.
The fundamental part of the proposed method does not
need to be changed if other types of lift or 3D scanner are used.
The actual control system is fully operational in indoor
conditions. It is only useable outdoor in correct weather
conditions with low wind speed. The current presented robot is
a prototype and further development investigations are ongoing to increase the robustness of the system to cope with
more extreme weather conditions.
Prospects of the whole project deal also with increasing the
use of intelligence algorithm in airport and hangar in order to
benefit from a more efficient global environment implying
autonomous vehicles, drones, cobots to help human operators,
video monitoring… [32]
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